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Útdráttur 

Snertiskynvillur hafa ekki verið rannsakaðar jafn ítarlega og sjónrænar- eða 

hljóðrænar skynvillur. Rannsóknir á snertiskynvillum gætu verið mikilvægar fyrir 

þróun á skynskiptibúnaði. Slíkur búnaður getur aðstoðað þá sem hafa orðið fyrir 

einhvers konar skerðingu á skynjun með því að flytja skynupplýsingar í gegnum 

annað skynfæri sem ennþá er virkt. Tvær tilraunir voru framkvæmdar. Sextán 

manns tóku þátt í tilraun 1 og tíu í tilraun 2. Tvær tegundir af titringsvökum voru 

notaðir sem voru festir þannig að eins lítil fjarlægð var á milli þeirra með 4 x 4 

fylki. Fjarlægðin á milli titringsvakana var ólík á milli tegunda, annaðhvort voru 

10 eða 20 mm á milli miðju þeirra. Við prófuðum hvort hægt væri að fá fram 

snertiskynvillur áreiðanlega og hvort niðurstöður væru ólíkar á milli titringsvaka. 

Í tilraun 1 var skynvillan ýmist skynjuð sem hreyfing upp eða niður. Í tilraun 2 var 

skynvillan ýmist skynjuð sem hreyfing lóðrétt eða lárétt. Niðurstöður úr tilraun 1 

benda til að hægt sé að fá fram skynvilluna áreiðanlega með öðrum 

titringsvakanum. Fyrir tilraun 2 þarf frekari rannsóknir svo hægt sé að fá 

sannfærandi niðurstöður. Niðurstöður tilraunar 1 geta hjálpað við þróun á 

skynskiptibúnaði svo hann verði hagkvæmari og hagnýtari. 
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Abstract 

Haptic illusions have not been as extensively investigated as visual or auditory 

illusions. Investigations of haptic illusions could be important for the development 

of sensory substitution devices. These devices can help those who have 

experienced some sort of sensory loss to compensate for that loss by conveying 

sensory information through another sensory modality that is still functional. Two 

experiments were conducted. Sixteen people took part in experiment 1 and ten in 

experiment 2. Two types of tactile actuators (tactors) were mounted as close as 

physically possible in a 4 x 4 array each. The inter-tactor distance differed 

depending on the tactor type and was 10 and 20 mm center-to-center (c/c), 

respectively. We tested if it was possible to reliably produce two specific haptic 

illusions and if results differed between the two tactor types. In both experiments, 

two tactors were successively activated and participants judged the location of the 

second tactor in relation to the first tactor. For the first experiment, the illusion 

was either an up-movement or a down-movement illusion, depending on the 

frequency of the two successive tactor activations. For experiment 2, the illusion 

was either horizontal or vertical. The results for the first experiment indicate that 

it is possible to produce the illusion with one of the tactors reliably. For 

experiment 2 further testing is required to yield conclusive results. The results of 

experiment 1 can help develop sensory substitution devices in a more cost 

effective and practical way.  
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Introduction 

Humans generally have five senses for experiencing and exploring the world around them. 

These senses are hearing, seeing, tasting, smelling and touching. People sense touch through 

the skin and the skin is also the largest sensory organ humans possess, the sense of touch is 

the first sensory system to develop in the uterus and it has been documented that infants learn 

by touch at birth (Muir, 2002). The reason people do sense through the skin is because a large 

number of nerves that originate in the spinal cord and brain. These nerves spread through the 

body and enable us to feel. If a nerve is damaged in some way we lose some sensation 

(Bernstein, 1876). 

Aristotle discusses the sense of touch in De Anima and says that it is the most 

discriminatory of senses that humans possess. He goes on to say that when it comes to seeing, 

hearing, smelling and tasting, humans are inferior as opposed to other animals. The sense of 

touch however is the one sense where humans excel in discrimination over other animals. 

And for that reason, man is the most intelligent of all animals. Aristotle further explains that 

the sense of touch could exist without the other four senses, but that the other senses could not 

function if the sense of touch is destroyed (Massie, 2013). 

Sensory substitution and vibrotactile equipment 

When people lose a sense, for example the sense of sight, it has a large effect on the person’s 

day to day life. It leads to reduced mobility. In order to assist people who lose their sight, 

sensory substitution devices (SSDs) have been developed. The goal of these devices is to 

compensate for the lost sense by conveying information about the person’s surroundings by 

utilizing another sense that is still intact (Kristjánsson et al., 2016). Some of those devices are 

designed to present information to the skin by electronical or mechanical stimulation. 

Vibrotactile stimulation has been utilized when designing these kinds of devices and it evokes 

a tactile stimulation through the use of mechanical vibration on the skin. The frequency is 

typically between 10-500 Hz (Kaczmarek, Webster, Bach-y-Rita, & Tompkins, 1991). These 

devices have been designed as wearables, like vests or belts with tactors on them. Although 

they have mostly been used to compensate for different kinds of sensory loss and with the 

intention to help people navigate, they have also been useful for obstacle detection. Johnson 

& Higgins (2006) discovered that participants in their study could detect objects with the use 

of a vibrotactile belt. The information was captured with a video camera and delivered to the 

skin of the back, abdomen or thigh through a tactile array. In addition, tactile stimulation 

devices have been adopted for use in a number of interesting professions. For example, they 
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have been made to assist pilots navigate when flying airplanes (Rupert, 2000), and helping 

astronauts with their orientation awareness and thus improving performance and safety (Van 

Erp & Van Veen, 2003). 

One of the first studies that translated visual information obtained by a camera into a 

tactile stimulation on the back was performed by Bach-Y-Rita, Collins, Saunders, White, & 

Scadden (1969). They discovered that after participants received 20-40 hours of training, they 

could discriminate between vertical, horizontal, curved and diagonal lines as well as 

geometrical forms. Furthermore, Van Erp, Van Veen, Jansen, & Dobbins (2005) discovered 

that with a use of a vibrotactile belt with 8 tactors placed around the user’s torso, participants 

were able to follow a direction to reach a predetermined destination and also to make a turn 

necessary to move towards that direction. A GPS system was used to guide user’s through 

different routes on a university campus. The vibrotactile belt could be used without 

comprehensive training. Vibrotactile equipment has also become less expensive, more 

accessible and more comfortable for everyday use in the past years (Choi & Kuchenbecker, 

2013). Sensory substitution devices have been constructed for several surface 

areas. (Jóhannesson et al., 2017). Chebat, Schneider, Kupers, & Ptito (2011) explored, for 

example, whether SSDs could be used on the tongue to help blind participants avoid 

obstacles. In addition, they have been tested on the hands to examine if people can 

discriminate between different patterns and sense differences in amplitude and frequency 

variation (Cipriani, D’Alonzo, & Carrozza, 2012). They have also been used on the fingertips 

to help blind people read (Wall & Brewster, 2006). It can, however, be difficult to use SSDs 

on the body parts mentioned above since they are mostly used for other activities in everyday 

life. Therefore, applying stimulation to an area that is less actively used, such as the lower 

torso, can be more practical (Dakopoulos & Bourbakis, 2010). 

The tactile sensory system can be inaccurate at times because of its low receptor density 

(Novich & Eagleman, 2015). Differences in sensitivity on different locations are said to be 

caused by the distribution of the cutaneous receptors underlying the stimulated area as well as 

the size of the corresponding cortical region dedicated to the processing of the signal (Kaas, 

Nelson, Sur, Lin, & Merzenich, 1979). Previous studies have explored the difference between 

touch pressure and vibration (Dyck et al., 1978). It is important to distinguish between them 

since there are different mechanoreceptors involved that detect the different kinds of stimuli. 

The area relevant for the current studies, the lower thoracic region, is covered by hairy skin 
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and has four types of mechanoreceptors. The receptors are Ruffini endings, Pacinian 

corpuscles, Merkel disks and Meissner´s corpuscles. Pacinian corpuscles and the Ruffini 

endings are found deep in the subcutaneous tissue and are much larger than the Merkel cells 

and Meissner´s corpuscle. Pacinian corpuscles respond to vibration that is caused by rapid 

skin indentation and hair follicle receptors. The Merkel disks, that respond to pressure stimuli 

are found in the top layer of the skin and have small receptive fields. The response from the 

pressure stimuli is used to measure the tactile spatial acuity of the skin. However, the Pacinian 

corpuscles primarily respond to spatial acuity measured with vibratory stimuli because they 

are located in the subcutaneous skin tissue. They have fewer and larger receptive fields, which 

results in lower resolution (Gardner & Martin, 2000).  

The receptive fields can be stimulated in various ways. The nature of the stimulation 

can affect the perception as well as the receptors of the skin. Those signals can differ in 

amplitude, waveform and frequency. In a study conducted by Hoffmann, Valgeirsdóttir, 

Jóhannesson, Unnthorsson, & Kristjánsson (2018a), they reported that these tactor 

characteristics had a significant effect on measurements of spatial acuity. Bolanowski, 

Gescheider, Verrillo, & Checkosky (1988) reported that the range for human frequency 

sensitivity is from 0.4 Hz to 500 Hz. However, tactors used in studies on vibrotactile acuity, 

operate at frequencies from 50 to 300 Hz. One of the four main receptors in human’s skin, the 

Pacinian corpuscles, have a response range of about 40 to 500 Hz which means that they are 

sensitive to the frequencies that tactors usually operate at (McGlone & Reilly, 2010; 

Mortimer, Zets, & Cholewiak, 2007). The minimum center-to-center distance between tactors 

is another factor that is important to consider when it comes to vibrotactile spatial acuity. 

Previous studies have reported various discrimination thresholds for the minimum c/c 

distance. Eskildsen, Morris, Collins, & Bach-y-Rita (1969) tested seven stimulus distances 

that resulted in mean thresholds of 10 and 11 mm. Others have estimated that the threshold 

for discrimination is at least 60 mm for the two independent vibrating stimuli to be 

discriminable (Novich & Eagleman, 2015). In addition, studies have reported differences in 

orientation sensitivity with horizontal and vertical discrimination being more accurate than 

stimulation of a diagonal orientation (Appelle, 1972). Furthermore, others have reported that 

sensitivity to horizontal stimulation is higher than for vertical stimulation (Lechelt, 1988). 
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Haptic illusions 

The study of perceptual illusion that involve the haptic system have, contrary to illusions 

involving vision or audition received much less scrutiny. Studies of haptic illusions are 

important to understanding how to utilize the information gathered in tactic and haptic 

displays. The research into these illusions has also benefitted from increased development of 

these devices. When conducting research on an illusion it is very important that the test 

subjects are unaware of the exact conditions of the illusion that is being tested. If the 

participants are aware of the illusion or their attention is directed to the illusion a bias can 

occur and influence the studies result and make it hard to interpret accurately (Lederman & 

Jones, 2011). The tactile sensory system relies on prior knowledge to come to the right 

conclusion regarding information that it is exposed to. The brain incorporates both prior 

knowledge and information about the current environment when it makes a decision on what 

it is perceiving. This could also be done by collection more information about the 

environment but that could result in a delayed response (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004; Knill & 

Richards, 1996). Even though prior knowledge might produce a faster response, it could also 

prove costly when events that have not been experienced before might be misperceived. This 

misinterpretation by the brain, this illusion, could be an insight into what the brain expects to 

perceive in the environment (Goldreich, 2007). There have been a number of studies 

exploring haptic illusions, the cutaneous "rabbit" is an illusion in which two or more parts of 

the body are tapped with mechanical and electronical pulses in rapid succession. This makes 

the observers experience discrete "phantom" impressions that connect the points that are 

actually tapped (Geldard & Sherrick, 1972). Regarding physical measurements it is important 

to conduct behavioral experiments as these measurements do not account for neural and 

cognitive processes that are involved in tactile perception (Hoffmann et.al., 2018a). 

The haptic illusions that will be tested in these studies were discovered in the Sound of 

Vision project and required further testing (Strumillo et al., 2018; Hoffmann, Brinkhuis, 

Kristjansson, & Unnthorsson, 2018b). If the illusion can be produced reliably it can be of 

great benefit, for example the amount of tactors used for a sensory substitution device could 

be reduced as two tactors utilizing the haptic illusion might be able to produce the same effect 

as 4 tactors previously could. As sensory substitution devices require a great deal of power to 

function this could greatly reduce the amount of power needed. That would allow for smaller 

batteries which reduces the weight of the product and also the cost of tactors for the devices. 
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To test the illusion two types of tactors were used which were mounted on a separate 4 x 4 

array of tactors. For experiment 1, or the frequency-movement illusion, the aim was to 

determine which parameter for frequency difference and which type of tactors is most 

effective for inducing the illusion. Are the results of the two types of tactors significantly 

different? Furthermore, results will be calculated to see if the illusion can be demonstrated in 

both directions of frequency difference (increases or decreases), either with both types of 

tactors or one of them. The aim with experiment 2, the orthogonal-movement illusion, was to 

determine which inter tactor distance and tactor type is most effective for inducing the 

illusion.  
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Method (experiment 1) 

In order to produce the frequency-movement illusion, a tactor should be activated at a certain 

frequency followed by an activation of the same tactor but with a higher frequency. With this 

stimulation pattern the second activations tend to be perceived above the first (weak-strong 

condition). This should also work the other way around, when a tactor is activated at a certain 

frequency and the following tactor is activated at a lower frequency the second tactor is 

perceived below the first. The method used in experiment 1 is described below. 

Participants 

A total of 16 participants completed experiment 1. The mean age of the participants was 24.3 

years (range = 21.0–32.0 years). Participants were selected by convenience and gave written 

informed consent before the experiment started. They were naïve to the purpose of the study. 

Apparatus 

A similar apparatus was used in Jóhannesson et al., (2017) and Hoffmann et al., (2018a).  

Vibro-sponge 

Two different types of tactors were tested. Each tactor type was placed on a separate 

mounting structure resulting in 2 devices referred to as vibro-sponges. One vibro-sponge 

consists of a 4 x 4 array of the same type of tactor, glued to an approximately 15 cm thick 

layer of foam, whereby the central part of the device, which covered the participant’s 

spine, consisted of additional 4 cm of foam to ensure good fit. The foam is mounted on a 

plastic frame that contains the electronics board, the battery and a charger circuit. Custom 

software written in Python (Peirce 2007, 2009) was used to control stimulus. During the 

experiment, one vibro-sponge at a time was placed centrally in the lower torso of the 

participants backs and fastened to the body with straps. 
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Figure 1. The vibro-Sponge with eccentric 

rotating mass tactors, with a 20 mm inter-

tactor spacing 

 Figure 2. The vibro-Sponge with coin cell 

tactors, with a 10 mm inter-tactor spacing 

 

Tactors 

Two different types of tactors were used. One type for each sponge.  

Tactor type 1. Vibro-Sponge 1 is composed of 16 Eccentric Rotating Mass (ERM) tactors that 

are covered in a plastic-shell. They are mounted in a 4 x 4 array so that the rotating mass 

within each tactor creates vibration in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the skin 

(Figure 1). The ERMs are each controlled with a simple Darlington driver. They have a body 

length of 25.1 mm and a body diameter of 8.7 mm. (Precision Microdrives, 2017a, model 

#307-103). The center-to-center (c/c) inter-tactor spacing is 20 mm. 

 

Tactor-type 2. Vibro-Sponge 2 is composed out of 16 Coin Cell ERM tactors (referred to as 

Coin Cell tactors for simplification). They are mounted in a 4 x 4 array (Figure 2). The 

rotating mass within the cylindrical metal body rotates in-plane which creates a vibration 

parallel to the skins surface. The CCs are controlled with a simple Darlington driver. Their 

height is 3 mm and their body diameter is 8 mm (comparable model #308-100 Precision 

Microdrives, 2017b). The c/c inter-tactor spacing is 10 mm. 
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Paradigm  

Each trial included a pair of tactors. The same method was used as described in Hoffmann et 

al., (2018b). Participants had to judge whether the 2nd tactor activation was above or below 

the 1st tactor activation (2-alternative forced choice task, 2AFC). The participants were naive 

about the actual presentation conditions and were not informed about the possible distances 

and the possibility of having the same tactor activated. The effect direction for frequency-

movement illusion was varied in two conditions where the 1st tactor was strong and the 2nd 

weak to have a down-movement illusion. For the up-movement illusion the 1st tactor was 

weak and the 2nd tactor strong. Furthermore, the presentation distance was divided into five 

conditions, where the 2nd tactor activation was 2 tactors above or below the 1st activation for 

the far distance. For the close distance, the 2nd tactor activation was 1 tactor above or below 

the 1st activation. For the same presentation condition, the 2nd tactor activation was at the 

same place as the first. The top-most row and the bottom row were also used, even though 

they only allowed for one direction (the assumption was that participants would not learn to 

use the row location as a cue for answering). The order of tactor types and stimulus direction 

was randomized for each condition. Each tactor was turned on for 200 ms with an inter-

stimulus interval of 50 ms for vibro-sponge 1 and 90 ms for vibro-sponge 2. The inter-trial 

interval was 1500 ms. The total number of trials for each of the 2 settings was 400, with 

balanced 100 trials for each condition. There were 20 trials for each of the 5 direction 

presentation conditions (100 overall), whereby half of them (10, so 50 overall) were with one 

effect direction and the other half with the other effect direction. Two intensity levels were 

used to run the ERMs: a) at full power, with an operating voltage of 4V, 230 Hz vibration 

speed, an operating current of 100 mA and an amplitude of 7 G (4V) and b) at low power, 

with 1V, leading to a vibration frequency of 90 Hz (30 mA, 1G). The CCs were also run at 

two intensity levels: a) at full power, with a frequency of 220 Hz, an operating current of 80 

mA, and an amplitude of 0.9 G, or b) at low power, with 2.8 V leading to a vibration 

frequency of 170 Hz (65 mA, 0.6 G). 

 

Procedure  

The experiment was conducted in one session with two settings since the vibro-sponges had 

to be changed/switched between settings. Before participants arrived, they were asked to wear 

thin layered clothes in order to feel the vibrations from the tactors, if the clothes were too 
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thick they might not have felt the vibrations strongly enough to respond. Participants started 

by signing the informed consent and heard an explanation of the task. Afterwards, they were 

outfitted with 1 of the 2 vibro-sponges, which was placed centrally on the lower back of the 

participants on top of their clothes. Participants sat at a desk in a quiet room and wore 

headphones playing rain sounds during the experiment to mask the sound of the tactors. 

Before performing the task, participants had several practice blocks for each vibro-sponge 

until they understood the task completely. Each block consisted of 100 trials. When 

participants completed the first task with the 1st vibro-sponge, it was replaced by the 2nd 

vibro-sponge and they repeated the task. They were offered a short break between settings. To 

run one setting took about 15 minutes. 

Statistical analyses 

Before analyzing the data, participant 4 was excluded from the data due to low accuracy. For 

experiment 1, a Two-way ANOVA was conducted to explore the influence presentation 

direction, effect direction and gender had on the probability of participants responding up. An 

independent sample t-test was also conducted on the probability of pressing up for the 

frequency conditions. A dependent t-test for accuracy rates of participants was also 

conducted. All analyses were conducted in IBM SPSS Statistics 23. 
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Results (experiment 1) 

Table 1 shows the mean probability of participants pressing up depending on the presentation 

direction and the frequency change for both tactors together. The probability of participants 

pressing up was higher for when the weak-strong condition was presented than for the strong-

weak condition, for all directional conditions except 2 down.  

 

An independent sample t-test was conducted on the probability of pressing up for the 

frequency conditions. The weak-strong condition was significantly higher than strong-weak 

(t(318) = 3.331, p = .001).  

 

  

Table 1. Mean probability of participants pressing up with both tactor types (ERM and CC) 

Presentation direction Frequency change Mean SD 

2 down 
Weak-strong 0.26 0.20 

Strong-weak 0.28 0.20 

1 down 
Weak-strong 0.40 0.19 

Strong-weak 0.37 0.20 

Same 
Weak-strong 0.61 0.20 

Strong-weak 0.40 0.17 

1 up 
Weak-strong 0.72 0.19 

Strong-weak 0.57 0.20 

2 up 
Weak-strong 0.84 0.15 

Strong-weak 0.71 0.22 
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A post hoc comparison of the mean directional conditions for both tactors together and both 

frequency conditions, revealed that there was a significant difference between all conditions. 

Table 2 displays the results of all the directional conditions. 

 

 

 

  

Table 2. Post hoc comparison of mean directional conditions for ERM and CC tactors  

 95% Confidence interval  

Directional conditions Difference Lower Higher p-value 

2 up – 2 down 0.50 0.41 0.60 < .001 

2 up – 1 down 0.39 0.30 0.48 < .001 

2 up – Same 0.27 0.18 0.37 < .001 

2 up – 1 up 0.13 0.03 0.22 .002 

1 up – 2 down 0.37 0.28 0.47 < .001 

1 up – 1 down 0.26 0.17 0.36 < .001 

1 up – Same  0.14 0.05 0.24 < .001 

Same – 2 down 0.23 0.14 0.33 < .001 

Same – 1 down 0.12 0.03 0.21 .005 

1 down – 2 down 0.11 0.02 0.20 .008 
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The two-way ANOVA conducted on the results of the two tactors together showed that there 

was a significant main effect for the frequency conditions (F(1, 300) = 20.283, p < .001). The 

main effect was also significant for the directional conditions (F(4, 300) = 70.161, p < .001). 

The interaction effect for the frequency and directional conditions was significant. Figure 3 

shows the main effect of both the frequency and directional conditions. The interaction effect 

for the frequency and directional conditions was significant (F(4, 300) = 3.848, p = .005). 

Figure 3 shows the main- and interaction effect for the frequency and directional conditions. 

There was a significant main effect for gender when analyzing the both tactors together (F(1, 

300) = 4.757, p = .03). The mean probability of pressing up for women was .49 and for men it 

was .54. 

  

 

 

Figure 3.  The probability of participants pressing up by the two frequency 

conditions and the five directional conditions for both tactor types together. 
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Table 3 shows the probability of participants pressing up depending on the presentation 

direction and frequency change for the ERM tactors. The probability of pressing up was 

higher for the weak-strong condition than for the strong-weak condition, in four of the five 

directional conditions.  

 

 

 

  

Table 3. Mean probability of participants pressing up with ERM tactor 

 Presentation direction Frequency change Mean SD 

 

 

2 down 
Weak-strong 0.20 0.22 

Strong-weak 0.21 0.23 

1 down 
Weak-strong 0.35 0.23 

Strong-weak 0.30 0.23 

Same 
Weak-strong 0.63 0.20 

Strong-weak 0.33 0.17 

1 up 
Weak-strong 0.82 0.17 

Strong-weak 0.57 0.22 

2 up 
Weak-strong 0.93 0.07 

Strong-weak 0.78 0.22 
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Table 4 displays the results of a post hoc comparison for the mean directional conditions for 

only the ERM tactors and both frequency conditions together, revealed that there was a 

significant mean difference for all the directions except between 1 down and 2 down. 

 

  

Table 4.  Post hoc comparison of mean directional conditions for ERM tactor 

 95% Confidence interval  

Directional conditions Difference Lower Higher p-value 

2 up – 2 down 0.65 0.51 0.79 < .001 

2 up – 1 down 0.52 0.38 0.66 < .001 

2 up – Same 0.37 0.23 0.15 < .001 

2 up – 1 up 0.16 0.02 0.30  .016 

1 up – 2 down 0.49 0.35 0.63 < .001 

1 up – 1 down 0.36 0.22 0.50 < .001 

1 up – Same  0.21 0.07 0.35 .001 

Same – 2 down 0.28 0.14 0.42 < .001 

Same – 1 down 0.15 0.01 0.29 .028 

1 down – 2 down 0.13 -0.01 0.27 .100 
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A two-way ANOVA was also conducted on the two types of tactors separately. Figure 4 

displays the analysis of the ERM tactors. There was a significant main effect of direction 

(F(4, 140) = 51.460, p < .001). There was also a significant main effect for the frequency 

condition (F(1, 140) = 19.463, p < .001). The interaction effect of both the frequency- and 

directional conditions was significant (F(4, 140) = 3.414, p = .011). There was no significant 

main effect found for gender difference regarding the probability of participants pressing up 

for the ERM tactors. Women had a mean of .49 and men a mean of .52. 

  

 

Figure 4. The probability of participants pressing up by the two 

frequency conditions and the five directional conditions for the ERM 

tactors. 
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Table 5 shows the mean probability of pressing up depending on the presentation direction 

and frequency change with the CC tactors. The probability of pressing up was higher for the 

weak-strong condition than the strong-weak condition in three of the five directional 

conditions.   

 

 

 

  

Table 5. Mean probability of participants pressing up with CC tactors 

 Presentation direction Frequency change Mean SD 

 
2 down 

Weak-strong 0.32 0.16 

Strong-weak 0.35 0.12 

1 down 
Weak-strong 0.44 0.13 

Strong-weak 0.44 0.14 

Same 
Weak-strong 0.58 0.20 

Strong-weak 0.47 0.14 

1 up 
Weak-strong 0.63 0.16 

Strong-weak 0.58 0.18 

2 up 
Weak-strong 0.75 0.16 

Strong-weak 0.64 0.21 
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The post hoc comparison of the mean directional conditions for the CC tactors and both 

frequency conditions together is displayed in table 6. There was a significant difference in 

means between most of the directions. However, between 2 up and 1 up, 1 up and 1 down, 

same and 1 down and 1 down and 2 down, the difference in means was not significant. 

 

  

Table 6.  Post hoc comparison of mean directional conditions for CC tactors 

 95% Confidence interval  

Directional conditions Difference Lower Higher p-value 

2 up – 2 down 0.36 0.25 0.47 < .001 

2 up – 1 down 0.26 0.15 0.37 < .001 

2 up – Same 0.17 0.06 0.28 < .001 

2 up – 1 up 0.10 - 0.02 0.21 .132 

1 up – 2 down 0.27 0.15 0.38 < .001 

1 up – 1 down 0.16 0.05 0.28 .001 

1 up – Same  0.08 -0.03 0.19 .318 

Same – 2 down 0.19 0.08 0.30 < .001 

Same – 1 down 0.09 - 0.03 0.20 .215 

1 down – 2 down 0.10 - 0.01 0.21 .089 
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The sponge containing the CC tactors showed slightly different results. There was a 

significant main effect (as displayed in Figure 5) for the directional conditions (F(4, 140) = 

24.904, p < .001) but for the frequency conditions there was not a significant main effect (F(1, 

140) = 3.832, p = .052). The interaction effect of the directional-and frequency conditions was 

also not significant. An analysis of the gender difference for the CC tactors revealed a 

significant main effect for gender (F(1, 140) = 5,981, p = .016). Women were overall less 

likely to press up with their mean probability of pressing up .48 and the mean probability of 

men pressing up was .55. A dependent t-test on accuracy rates was significant (t(7) = 10.467, 

p < .001). The mean accuracy rates for the ERM tactors was .80 and the CC tactors .60. 

 

Figure 5. The probability of participants pressing up by the two 

frequency conditions and the five directional conditions for the CC 

tactors. 
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Method (experiment 2) 

The orthogonal-movement illusion was produced by activating two tactors in succession, for 

example horizontally within a row and participants might then perceive that horizontal 

movement as vertical. So, the second tactor would be perceived as if it has shifted vertically. 

This effect presumably works also the other way around relative to the illusion in experiment 

1. A vertical activation of two neighboring tactors could lead the participants to perceive a 

horizontal shift for the second tactor. The method used in experiment 2 is described below. 

Participants 

A total of 10 participants completed experiment 2. Three of them also participated in 

experiment 1. The mean age of the participants was 24.0 years (range = 22.0 – 28.0 years).  

Participants were selected by convenience. They gave written informed consent before the 

experiment started and were naïve to the purpose of the study. 

Apparatus 

The same tactor types were used as in experiment 1. 

Paradigm 

Each trial included a pair of tactors. The participants had to judge whether the 2nd tactor 

activation was right, left, below or above the 1st tactor activation. The judgement therefore 

involved a 4-alternative forced choice (4AFC) task and participants were fully informed about 

the actual presentation conditions. For the horizontal shift the 2nd tactor was either to the left 

or right of the 1st activation. For the vertical shift, the 2nd tactor was either above or below the 

1st activation. The tactors in the border rows/columns only had limited options (3/4) for the 

2nd activation, and the corner tactors only 2/4, however, all tactors were used, assuming that 

participants would not be able to learn the row and columns and therefore would not use this 

as a cue for answering. The activation length of each tactor was 200 ms. The inter-stimulus 

interval of vibro-sponge 1 was 50 ms and 90 ms for vibro-sponge 2. The inter-trial interval 

was 1500 ms. The total number of trials was the same as in experiment 1. In experiment 2, the 

100 trials were balanced for each of the 4 direction conditions. The ERMs and the CCs were 

always run at full power (4V). 

Procedure 

The exact same procedure was followed for experiment 2 as for experiment 1.  
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Results (experiment 2) 

 

Figure 6. Mean distribution of incorrect responses when the second 

tactor activated was below the first.  

 

When looking at the mean distribution of incorrect responses in figure 6, participants had 

higher mean error when pressing left or right than up when the second tactor was below the 

first tactor activated. For the ERM tactor the incorrect response percentage were higher for the 

up and left response. However, the mean incorrect response was higher for the CC tactors 

when right was pressed. 
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Figure 7. Mean distribution of incorrect responses when the 

second tactor activated was above the first.  

 

The mean distribution of incorrect responses in figure 7 shows that participants had a higher 

distribution for pressing left when the second tactor activated was above the first one. The 

ERM tactors had a higher mean of incorrect responses for the left condition than the CC 

tactors. For the other two directional conditions there is little difference between the two 

tactors. 
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Figure 8. Mean distribution of incorrect responses when the 

second tactor activated was above the first. 

 

In figure 8 the mean distribution of incorrect responses is displayed for the directional 

conditions. Participants pressed up and down incorrectly more often than right when the 

second tactor activated was to the left of the first tactor. Furthermore, down was chosen 

incorrectly more often than up. The CC tactors had a higher mean distribution of incorrect 

responses for the right and down directional conditions. 
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Figure 9. Mean distribution of incorrect responses when the 

second tactor activated was to the right of the first.  

 

Figure 9 shows that when the second tactor activated was to the right of the first tactor, 

participants were more likely to press the up and down response then the left. When looking 

at the difference between the two tactor types the mean distribution of incorrect responses was 

higher for the CC tactors in all three direction conditions.  
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Discussion 

The purpose of these experiments was to explore if a haptic illusion could be produced 

reliably with two different types of tactors. Furthermore, the aim was to see which parameter 

of frequency difference and inter-tactor distance were most effective in order to produce the 

illusion. There have been a number of studies exploring haptic illusions, the cutaneous 

"rabbit" makes observers experience discrete "phantom" impressions that connect the points 

that are actually tapped. None of them explore the same kind of illusion that is under 

investigation in this study (Geldard & Sherrick, 1972).  

The frequency movement illusion is produced by activating a tactor at a certain 

frequency followed by an activation of the same tactor but with a lower frequency. This 

pattern of stimulation tends to lead to the second tactor being perceived below the first. This 

should also be the case the other way around. When the same tactor is activated twice in 

succession and the second tactor is activated with a higher frequency than the first the second 

tactor is perceived above the first one. For the orthogonal illusion an activation of two tactors 

in succession vertically could lead to the second tactor being perceived as it had shifted 

horizontally. This should also work the other way around, the activation of two tactors 

horizontally could lead to the second tactor being perceived as having shifted vertically. To 

our best knowledge there is no evidence of the type of haptic illusion tested in this study in 

the literature. For experiment 1, the results of both tactors together indicate that the illusion 

can be produced reliably. The probability of participants pressing up was greater with the 

weak-strong condition than with the strong-weak condition. This indicates that it is possible to 

produce the illusion reliably in both directions. When exploring the difference between the 

two types of tactors they yield different results. The illusion was produced reliably when 

using the ERM tactors. The CC tactors however did not produce the illusion to the same 

degree although there was a difference between the two frequency parameters. The accuracy 

rates of the two types of tactors also differed. The accuracy rates of the ERM tactors were 

higher than for the CC tactors.  

There can be multiple reasons behind the difference in results between the ERM and CC 

tactors. One of the reasons could be that there is a difference in the center-to-center distance 

between tactors. The 10 mm center-to-center distance between the CC tactors may have been 

too small for participants to sense the difference between the two tactor activations as well as 

the 20 mm c/c difference for the ERM tactors. As noted earlier, previous studies have 
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reported various discrimination thresholds for the minimum c/c distance, for example 10 and 

11 mm (Eskildsen et al., 1969), lower than 13 mm (Jóhannesson et al., 2017) and 60 mm for 

the two independent vibrating stimuli to be discriminable (Novich & Eagleman, 2015). In 

addition, the range for frequency change was wider for the ERM tactors than for the CC 

tactors. The range for frequency difference was 170 - 220 Hz for the CC and 90-230 Hz for 

the ERM tactors. Since the difference in frequency is what causes the illusion the reason for 

better results for the ERM tactors is partly because participants could perceive a greater 

difference in frequency for those tactors then the CC tactors. 

Regarding the gender difference for both tactors together and then separately, a study 

conducted in Japan showed that the current perception threshold (CPT) of women is lower 

than for men (Takekuma, Ando, Niino, & Shimokata, 2000). This indicates that their 

threshold for perception is lower and therefore women may be better at discriminating 

between tactors. As previously discussed there is a probability that it is easier to discriminate 

between the ERM tactors and that would indicate why there is not a significant difference for 

genders. However, for the CC tactors and also when the both tactors were examined together 

there was a significant difference between the sexes which could be because women have a 

lower discrimination threshold and are therefore better able to discriminate between two 

successively tactors activated. For experiment 2 there was a vertical and horizontal movement 

effect for some of the directional conditions. Participants were more likely to press in a 

vertical direction when the tactors were activated horizontally and the other way around for 

three of the four directional conditions. The difference between the two tactors varied 

between the directional conditions and therefore it is not clear which tactor is better to reliably 

produce the illusion. It is important to conduct further experiments with more participants and 

an adjustment of the experimental design before a final conclusion can be drawn.  

There are some limitations to these experiments. The setup of the CC tactors could be 

done better as one of the tactors is a little out of place and is not completely line up with the 

other tactors which could influence the results. So, for further testing a better setup of the 

tactors would most likely increase the reliability. Another aspect is regarding age, the 

participants were all young adults aged from 21 - 32 years which makes it difficult to 

generalize the results to all ages since it has been reported that touch perception declines with 

age (Reuter, Voelcker-Rehage, Vieluf, & Godde (2012). Since the prevalence of visual 

impairment and blindness increases with age (Klaver, Wolfs, Vingerling, Hofman, & de Jong, 
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1998) sensory substitution devices could be ideal for older people who are starting to or have 

already lost sight. Therefore, it is important to conduct further studies on participants who are 

older than in the current study.  

At the beginning of testing, three participants took part in both experiments with a short 

break between. It was soon revealed that when taking part in both experiments at once the 

results did not yield reliable data, because participants showed a dip in performance, 

presumably because of the long testing time. After that, each participant took part in one 

experiment at a time with two participants taking part in both with a few days between 

testing. When the participants only took part in one experiment at a time, extra training trials 

were added to ensure that they were familiar with what the experiment entailed to ensure 

better performance. 

Despite these limitations the results for experiment 1 indicate that it is possible to 

produce the illusion reliably and that there was a difference between the results of the two 

types of tactors. The results were not conclusive for experiment 2 and further testing is 

required for a conclusive result. 
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